
Business Intelligence  
for Underwriting



WaterStreet Business Intelligence enables  
underwriters to confidently act upon massive 
amounts of data related to customer credit  
history, risks, market information, and more.

WaterStreet enables insurance management to analyze operations  

with pre-built and ad hoc reports, dashboards, and scenario modeling 

using standard insurance calculations. The ability to seamlessly drill  

down into multiple directions within the data with insightful graphic  

renderings brings the data alive and helps decision-makers identify  

opportunities and risks.



Business Intelligence  
for Underwriting
The policy management and underwriting process relies on an incredible amount 
of data which processors and underwriters sift through on a daily basis—From  
adjusters’ hand-written notes, to data from fraud lists, to information stored in 
claims management databases. The accuracy of underwriter calculations is a  
critical factor in the success of the insurance company; if the calculations aren’t  
precise, the company runs the risk of being overpriced in comparison to the  
market or even suffering significant losses from unexpected claims payouts.

Business Intelligence for Underwriting



IDENTIFY ACTIONABLE  
RISK TRENDS 
Understand quality of  
risks targeted, incented,  
reviewed, and approved  
in the underwriting  
review process.

TAKE CONTROL OF 
YOUR PORTFOLIO 
MANAGEMENT 
Analyze your key 
property and insured 
attributes to evaluate  
risks against loss 
occurrences.

AUTOMATE UNDERWRITING 
PROCESSES 
Artificial intelligence capa-
bilities can spot trends and 
anomalies automatically, 
letting underwriters spend 
less time building data  
structures and more time 
analyzing risk.

INCENTIVIZE AGENTS
Direct agents to focus  

on the optimal product, 
risk, and geographic mixes  

for your company.

IDENTIFY NEW  
RISK FACTORS
Analyze new data  
sets, such as sensor 
data, to improve risk  
management of  
your product mix.

REFINE UNDERWRITING 
GUIDELINES 
Make data-driven  
decisions about risk  
selection criteria for  
your products.

Empower your Underwriting  
Workflow with WaterStreet



Data Model Tailored to  
the P&C Insurance Industry

Most horizontal solutions offer a one-size-fits-all approach that is too generic to  

provide the policy detail that you need and limits analysis capabilities. Our insurance 

data warehouse model design follows industry-proven dimension- modeling standards, 

and stores data at the lowest possible level of granularity. Concise policy information  

is detailed down to the coverage and risk parameter level. Claim information includes  

individual payments, historical reserve estimates and full tracking of claim status  

changes. The WaterStreet Business Intelligence insurance data model was built for  

P&C insurance from the ground up, and therefore is highly optimized for fast and  

flexible insurance-specific queries.

WaterStreet Advantage

Key Data Insights

WaterStreet provides many out-of-the-box reports which are critical  

to running an insurance business effectively.  Our extensive library of  

reports and dashboards takes advantage of a rich data model to provide 

reporting at levels most carriers cannot access. Even better, standard  

reports can be quickly customized to company-specific needs.

Industry Data Experts

Our configuration engineers and data analysts are all AIDA certified 

through the institutes and continuously work to improve data models  

to better serve the P&C industry.

WaterStreet Understands Your Business

We know the challenges that carriers face in managing business because 

we come from the insurance industry. We draw upon decades of knowl-

edge and first-hand experiences to bring you industry best practices.
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Helping insurance  
companies for over 
20 years.
Founded in 2000, WaterStreet is a company of property & casualty insurance industry 

experts passionate about transforming and optimizing our clients’ operations through 

remarkable customer experience, workflow optimization, and cutting-edge technology 

to grow with our customers as they achieve success. We offer a cloud-based P&C insur-

ance platform along with a suite of policy administration services to our clients to help 

them scale and grow their business optimally.


